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NEUTRON STAR COOLING: EFFECTS OF ENVELOPE PHYSICS

Kenneth A. Van Riper
Computational Physics Group
Applied Theoretical Physics Division
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los 4ilamos, NM 8’7545, USA

ABSTRACT

Neutron star cooling calculations are reported which employ
improved physics in the calculation of the temperature drop through the
ntmosp!.rnre. The atmosphere microphysics is discussed briefly. The
predicted neutron star surface temperatures, in the interesting interval
300 S t (yr) S1G5, do not differ appreciably from the earlier results of
Van Riper and Lamb (1981) for a non-magnetic star; for a magnetic star,
the surface temperature is lower than in the previous work. Comparison
with observational limits show that an exoctic sooling mechanism, such
as neutrino emission from a pion-condensate or in the presence of
percolating quarks, is not required unless Lhe existence of a neutron
star in Lhe Tycho or SN1OO6 SNRS is established,

A neutrm star cooling model calculates the evolution of the star’s
temperature by balancing the energy lost, through volume neutrino
emiseion and surface photon emission, to the change in the thermal
energy of the star. The model ass~mles the Interior (p > 1010 g cm-g) is
isothermal . (See Nomoto 6,.< Tsuruta, this volume, for an evolutionary
model where ‘the Isothermality as~umption is relaxed; thla model does
approach Iaothermallty after several hundred years. The differences
between their soft oooling model and our soft cooling model are much
greater then the differences between their cooling model and their
evolutionary model. ) The thermal content of the star dep,)nda on the
interior temperature Tm. The observable surface tempe:’ai,ure To 1s
related to Tn by an atmosphere (or envelope) calculation, which solves
the coupled equations of atmosphere structure and heat transport by
electron conduction and radiation diffusion. The atmosphere integration
requlrn~ an equetion of state, a radiative opacity, and a thermal
conductivity, Each of these mlcrophysicn relat~ona 1s a theoretical
eonrntruct,



Previous work (Tsuruta 19’79; Glenn and Sutherland 1980; Van Riper
and Lamb 1981) has relied on the thermal conductivities calculated by
Flowers end Itoh (1978). Subsequent calculations of the conductivity by
Yakovlev and Urpin (1980), who use a better plasma structure factor,
find that the equivalent opacity for conduction may differ from the
F!owers and Itoh result by as much as a factor of three. The importance
ef this was first, pointed out by Gudmundsson, Pethick, and Epstein
(1982). The present calculations use the Yakovlev and Urpin conductive
opacities in (electron) degenerate matter as long as the density p 2 104
g cm-3, In non-degenerate matter, the conductivities calculated in the
Hubbard-Lampe (1969) model are used. This leaves, unfortunately, a
large region over which the conductive opacity must be interpolated.
The radiative opacity is, as in all recent work, taken from a table
supplied by Los Alamos (Huebner, et. al. 1977). This table also
contains the H~bhard-Lampe conductive opacities, an equation of state,
and the ionization level of the iron atoms (the atmosphere is assumed to
consist solely of this species). Rather than use this equation
directly, as in Van Riper and Lamb, an equation of state is computed
from the number of free electrons; a coulomb correction is included.
For stars with a surface ❑agnetic field, the radiative and conductive
opacities are multiplied by a correction < 1 (see Tsuruta 1979). A
mistake in Van Riper and Lamb’s correction has been fixed.

The temperature changes through some represenatlve atmospheres axe
snown in Figure 1. The zero field cases are fit well by Tn = (Ts/Tb)l’,
where the fitting parameters depend only on the surface gravity g: 1Og
Tb = -2.3 log g + .2562, b = .0022 log g + 1.694. The magnetic cases
require a fourth order [log Tm = Z log(Tr/si)i,i=0,4] fit. Again, the
parameters sl depend only on g. Neutron star cooling curves are shown
in Figure 2. The observational points are the same as those shown in
Van Riper and Lamb (19R1). The Crab, Vela, and RCW 103 points should be
reguarded as upper limits to an thermal emission from the neutron star
surfaca. The rectangle characterizes the upper limits that have been
obtained for seven nearby pulsars.
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F~gure 1 Ratio of the temperature at the edge of the isothermal
oore Tm to the surface temperature T,, as a funotion of the surface
temperature. The central temperature To is higher than Tm by the
ratio of redshlfts e“oleoo; T, is the local surfaca tempertaure, not
the apparent temperature T- = e*OTa (T- is the temperature an
observer would infer from a thermal spectrum). The solid lines are
from the ~’~~rrent calculations. The current zero field calculation.s
do extend below T. x 2X106 deg because calculations at the lower
temperature’s encounter a regime where the (negative) Coulomb
correction dominates the total pressure. In the cooling

oalculationt~, these atmosphere relations were extrapolated with the
slop~ of the straight dashed line (the extrapolated regions are
shown by daslied lines jn Figure 2). The dotled lines at’? from Van

Riper and Lamb (1981). The 2 curves which reach Tm/T5 = 1 are for
an atmosphere with a magnetic field El * 10’a G; the other cases are
for El = O. The dashed line la a flr#t order fit, of the form shown,
to the zero fi(’ld uase. A fourth order fit to the (solidj magnetio
case has been plotted. The temperature ratios dep nd only cm the

!neutron star surface gravity g = 0MflRn(l-2Gwc*R) )]. TWO extreme
cases are uhown: n low mass star with a stiff Interior equation of
state [~anclharipwde and ,Smlth (1975)], for which log g = 13.614 (cm

n-g), and a uoft ~~aym, Rethiok, and ~utherland (1971) EOS] ater
with tho cannonlcfi] maaa and log g = 14,712,
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Figure 2, Apparent luminosity L- = e+~Lm of oooling neutron stars
as a function of the stars a~e. All cases shown are fo?’ a 1.4 ~
neutron star with neutron and proton auperdluldity taken Into
aocount o The label “PS” stands for the stiff equation of stata of
~andharipande and~mith (1975), while “BPS” stands for the soft EOS
of Eaym, ~ethick, and Sutherland (1971). The presence of a
pion-condensate (Maxwell, et. al. 197’7) or of peruoleting quarks
(Kiguchi and !3ato 1981) results in greatly enhamed neutrino
einlaalon and accelerated cooling, mu shown. For eaoh case, a dhaded
region is delimlted by two cooling curves, corresponding to a
surface magnetic field El * 1013 G and to no surface field. In the
early, neutrlno dominated coollng era (t < 106 yr, shallow coollng
ourvuo) the magnetio aurve lie~ above the B = O ourve, In this era,
the evolution of the Interior temperature, which is determined by
volume neutrlno emlaslon, is Independent of the surface field; the
difference In the curves reflects the different T#’, ratio. At
later times, surface photon emlaslon is the dominant cooling
mechanlam. The magnetic curve then lieu below the B = O curve,
reflaoting the lower opacities in the former. The experimental data
la d!scusaed In the text, and the atmosphere extrapolations are
explained in Figure 1 and Its caption.


